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Abstract

Using smart cards, remote user authentica-
tion and key agreement can be simplified,
flexible, and efficient for creating a secure
distributed computers environment. Addi-
tion to user authentication and key distri-
bution, it is very useful for providing iden-
tity privacy for users. In this paper, we
propose novel user authentication and key
agreement schemes with privacy protection.
We first propose a single-server scheme and
then apply this scheme to a multi-server en-
vironment. The main merits include: (1)
the privacy of users can be ensured; (2) a
user can freely choose his own password; (3)
the computation and communication cost
is very low; (4) servers and users can au-
thenticate each other; (5) it generates a ses-
sion key agreed by the server and the user;
(6) our proposed schemes are nonce-based
schemes which does not have a serious time-
synchronization problem.

Keywords: User Authentication, Session
Key, Privacy Protection, Smart Card, Net-
work Security.

1 Introduction

For obtaining permitted services by service
providers in a network environment, the
user must legally login to the provider’s
server. In general, the user transmits
a message of user authentication to the
server, and then the server must be able to
verify the identity of the user and give him
the right of using permitted services. Typi-
cally, the user passes a password as a secret
token to the server. The server first checks
if the user’s identity and the password are
matching. The server rejects the user’s re-
quest if his identity or the password is not
matching. If the password is matching, the
server give the user the right for using the
permitted services.

In 1981, Lamport [8] first proposed a
password authentication scheme at the
both ends of the communication. Since
then, many schemes have been proposed to
point out its drawback and improve the se-
curity and efficiency of Lamport’s scheme
[8]. Only passing a password for authen-
ticating between the user and the server
is not enough, since it is less safety and
is easily tapped by the adversary. Before
two parties can do secure communication,
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a session key is needed for protecting subse-
quence communications [2, 6, 7, 19]. Also,
using smart cards [6, 7, 19], remote user au-
thentication and key agreement can be sim-
plified, flexible and efficient for creating a
secure distributed computers environment.
It is also useful for providing identity pri-
vacy for the users [19]. In 2004, Juang pro-
posed two efficient authentication and key
agreement schemes [6, 7] for single server,
and multi-server environments. But both
Juang’s schemes [6, 7] have no ability of
anonymity for the user. Yang et. al. [19]
proposed user identification and key distri-
bution scheme with the ability of privacy
protection but we point out it is less effi-
cient because of using public-key cryptosys-
tems.

For basically security and efficient re-
quirements, the following criteria are im-
portant for remote user authentication and
key agreement schemes with smart cards
[6, 7, 19].

C1: Privacy protection: When
the user authenticates successfully to the
server, the adversary can not derive the
user’s identity.

C2: Freely chosen password: Users
can freely chosen and change their pass-
words for protecting their smart cards.

C3: Low computation and commu-
nication cost: Since capacity and com-
munication constrains of smart cards, they
may not offer a powerful computation ca-
pability and high bandwidth.

C4: Mutual authentication: Servers
and users can authenticate each other.

C5: Session key agreement: Servers
and users must negotiate a session key for
subsequent communications.

In this paper, we propose two efficient
user authentication and key agreement
schemes with the ability of privacy pro-
tection. One is only for a single server
environment and the other is suitable for
a multi-server environment. Compared

with our proposed multi-server scheme and
Yang et al.’s scheme [19], our scheme is
more efficient since our scheme only uses
the symmetric cryptosystems and hash-
ing functions. Our proposed schemes sat-
isfy all above five criteria. In addition,
Yang et. al.’s scheme [19] has a serious
time-synchronization problem, since their
scheme is timestamp-based. Our proposed
schemes have not this problem at all since
our schemes are based on nonces.

The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows: In Section 2, a brief review of
related user authentication and key agree-
ment schemes is given. In Section 3, we
present our single server scheme with pri-
vacy protection. In Section 4, a multi-
server scheme with privacy protection is
given. In Section 5, we make a discussion.
Finally, a concluding remark is given in Sec-
tion 6.

2 Review

2.1 Notation

We first define the notation used in this pa-
per. Let ”X → Y : Z” denote that a sender
X sends a message Z to a receiver Y , Ek(m)
denote the ciphertext of m encrypted using
the secret key k of some secure symmetric
cryptosystem [13], Dk(c) denote the plain-
text of c decrypted using the secret key k
of the corresponding symmetric cryptosys-
tem [13], ”||” denote the conventional string
concatenation operator and ⊕ denote the
bitwise exclusive-or operator. Let h be a
public one-way function [14].

2.2 Juang’s single server au-

thentication scheme

In [6], Juang proposed a user authentica-
tion and key agreement scheme using smart
cards with much less computational cost
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and more functionality. The major draw-
backs of this scheme are that it does not
provide the user anonymity functionality
and it is not suitable for multi-server en-
vironments. Let S denote the server, Ui

denote user i. Also, let x be the secret key
kept secretly by the server S. Let IDi be a
unique identification of Ui.

The scheme is as following.
Registration Phase: Assume Ui submits
his identity IDi and his password PWi to
the server for registration. If the server ac-
cepts this request, he will perform the fol-
lowing steps:
Step 1: Compute U ′

is secret information
vi = h(IDi, x) and wi = vi ⊕ PWi.
Step 2: Store IDi and wi to the memory of
a smart card and issue this smart card to
Ui.
Login and Session Key Agreement
Phase:

After getting the smart card from the
server, Ui can use it when he logins in the
server. If Ui wants to login to S, he must
attach his smart card to a card reader. He
then inputs his identity IDi and his pass-
word PWi to this device. Assume that N1

is a nonce chosen by Ui and N2 is a nonce
chosen by Sj for freshness checking. As-
sume that ruk is a random number chosen
by Ui and rsk is a random number cho-
sen by Sj for generating the session key
ki = h(rsk, ruk, vi). The following protocol
is the ith login with respect to this smart
card.
Step 1: Ui → S : N1, IDi, Evi

(rui, h(IDi||
N1))
Step 2: S → Ui : Evi

(rsi,N1 + 1, N2)
Step 3: Ui → S : Eki

(N2 + 1)

2.3 Juang’s multi-server au-
thentication scheme

In [7], Juang proposed a user authentica-
tion and key agreement scheme using smart
cards for multi-server environments with

much less computational cost and more
functionality. The major drawback of this
scheme is that it does not provide the user
anonymity functionality. There are three
kinds of participants in this scheme: users,
servers and a registration centre. In this
scheme, assume that the registration centre
can be trusted. The registration centre ex-
amines the validity of login users and then
issues a smart card to eligible users. The
user only has to register at the registration
center once and can use services provided
by various servers. Let RC denote the reg-
istration centre, Sj denote server j, and Ui

denote user i. Let UIDi be a unique identi-
fication of Ui and SIDj be a unique identi-
fication of Sj . Also, let x be the secret key
kept secretly by RC, and wj = h(x, SIDj)
be the secret key shared by Sj and RC.
The shared secret key wj can be computed
by RC and sent to Sj after he registered at
RC.

The proposed scheme is as follows.

Registration Phase: Ui submits his
identity UIDi and his password PWi to RC
for registration. RC then performs the fol-
lowing steps:

Step 1: Compute Ui’s secret information
vi = h(x, UIDi) and µi = vi ⊕ PWi .

Step 2: Store UIDi and µi to the memory
of a smart card and issue this smart card
to Ui.

Step 3: Compute the shared secret
key vi,j = h(vi, SIDj) between Ui and
Sj , and send the encrypted secret key
Ewj

(vi,j, UIDi) to each Sj. Upon receiv-
ing Ewj

(vi,j, UIDi), Sj stored it in his en-
crypted keys table.

Login and Session Key Agreement
Phase: After getting the smart card from
RC, Ui can use it to login into Sj . Assume
that N1 is a nonce chosen by Ui and N2 is
a nonce chosen by Sj for freshness check-
ing. Assume that ruk is a random number
chosen by Ui and rsk is a random number
chosen by Sj for generating the session key
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skk = h(rsk, ruk, vi,j). The following pro-
tocol is the kth login with respect to his
smart card.
Step 1: Ui → Sj : N1, UIDi, Evi,j

(ruk, h(
UIDi||N1))
Step 2: Sj → Ui : Evi,j

(rsk, N1 + 1, N2)
Step 3: Ui → Sj : Eskk

(N2 + 1)
Shared Key Inquiry Phase: In Step 3

of the registration phase, RC will send the
encrypted shared secret key Ewj

(vi,j, UIDi)
to each Sj . Upon receiving the message, he
will store it in his encrypted shared key ta-
ble. If he do not want to manipulate this
table, the shared key can be inquired from
RC when it is needed. The following pro-
tocol can be inserted between Step 1 and
Step 2 of the login and session key agree-
ment phase when Sj needs the shared key.
Step 1’: Sj → RC : N3, UIDi, SIDj,
Ewj

(h(UIDi||SIDj||N3))
Step 1”: Ewj

(vi,j, N3 + 1)

2.4 Yang et al.’s user authen-
tication and key distribu-

tion scheme

Yang et al. proposed a user authentication
and key distribution with user anonymity
[19] based on factoring, discrete logarithm
and hash functions. The major drawbacks
of this scheme are that it has a time-
synchronization problem, and the compu-
tation and communication cost is still high.
There are three kinds of participants in
this scheme: a Smart Card Producing Cen-
ter (SCPC), service providers (servers) and
users. Let Ui denote user i, Pj denote
service provider j. This scheme consists of
two phases: (1) the key generation phase
and (2) the anonymous user identification
phase. Their proposed scheme is as follows:
The key generation phase:

The SCPC does the following to set up
system parameters.

1. Chooses two large primes p and q, com-

putes n = pq, randomly selects a num-
ber e and computes d, where ed ≡
1 modφ(n) and φ(n) = (p− 1)(q − 1).

2. Chooses an element g ∈ Z∗
n which is a

generator of both Z∗
p and Z∗

q .

3. Publishes (e, n, g) as public system pa-
rameters and keeps (d, p, q) secret.

4. Sends to each registered user Ui or ser-
vice provider Pi a secret token Si ≡
(IDi)

d mod n, where IDi is the iden-
tity of Ui or Pi.

The anonymous user identification
phase:

If Ui wants to request a service from Pj ,
they then performs the following steps:
Step 1: Ui Sends the service request to Pj

for requesting services from Pj.
Step 2: Upon receiving the request, Pj

chooses a random number k and computes
z ≡ gkS−1

j mod n and sends z to Ui.
Step 3: Upon receiving z, Ui chooses a ran-
dom number t and does the following com-
putations:

a = zeIDj mod n,

Kij = at mod n,

x = get mod n,

s = gtS
h(x,T )
i modn,

y = EKij
(IDi),

where T is the current timestamp and
Ki,j is the common session key. Ui then
sends (x, s, y, T ) to Pj .

Step 4: Upon receiving the message in
Step 3, Pj checks the timestamp T . If it
is old, he aborts the protocol. Otherwise,
he then obtains the common session key
Kij = xk mod n and then decrypts y as
IDi = DKij

(y) and verifies

xID
h(x,T )
i

?
= se modn.

If the verification passes, then the service
request is granted.
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3 Single server au-

thentication and key

agreement with user

anonymity

In this section, we propose an efficient
single server user authentication and key
agreement scheme with privacy protection.
The concept used in this section will be
used in the next section to construct an ef-
ficient multi-server user authentication and
key agreement scheme with privacy protec-
tion. Let IDi be a unique identification of
user i. Also, let x be the master secret key
kept secretly by the server S.

3.1 The proposed scheme

The proposed scheme is as follows.
Registration Phase: Assume Ui submits
his identity IDi and his password PWi to
the server S for registration. If S accepts
this request, he will perform the following
steps:
Step 1: Compute Ui’s secret information
αi = h(x, IDi) and βi = αi ⊕ PWi.
Compute the pseudo identification num-
ber λi,1 = h(αi||IDi||1) and records (k =
1, λi,1, IDi) in an identification table.
Step 2: Store IDi, λi,1, k = 1, and βi to
the memory of a smart card and issue this
smart card to Ui or send them secretly to
Ui.
User Authentication and Session Key
Agreement Phase:

If Ui wants to log into S anonymously,
he must attach his smart card to a card
reader. He then inputs his identity IDi and
his password PWi to this device. The fol-
lowing protocol is the kth login with respect
to this smart card.
Step 1: Ui → S : N1, λi,k, Eαi

(ruk, h(
N1||ruk||λi,k))
Step 2: S → Ui : N2, Eαi

(rsk,h(rsk||
N1||N2))

Step 3: Ui → S : Eskk
(N2 + 1)

In step 1, U ′
is smart card first com-

putes αi = βi ⊕ PWi and sends his
pseudo identification λi,k = h(αi||IDi||k),
a nonce N1 and the encrypted message
Eαi

(ruk, h(N1||ruk||λi,k)) to S. The en-
crypted message includes the kth random
value ruk, which is used for generating the
kth session key skk, and the authentication
tag h(N1||ruk||λi,k), which is for verifying
the identification of Ui.

Upon receiving the message in step
1, S first searches the pseudo identi-
fication λi,k in the identification table
to retrieve IDi. He then computes
αi = h(x, IDi) and decrypts the message
Eαi

(ruk, h(N1||ruk||λi,k)) and verifies if the
authentication tag h(N1||ruk||λi,k) is valid.
If it is valid, S sends a nonce N2 and the
encrypted message Eαi

(rsk,h(rsk||N1||N2))
back to Ui. The encrypted message in-
cludes the random value rsk chosen by S,
which is used for generating the kth session
key skk.

Upon receiving the message in step
2, Ui decrypts the message by com-
puting Dαi

(Eαi
( rsk,h(rsk||N1||N2))). He

then checks if the authentication tag
h(rsk||N1||N2) is in it for freshness check-
ing. If yes, Ui computes the next pseudo
identification λi,k+1 = h(αi||IDi||k+1), the
kth session key skk = h(rsk, ruk, αi), and
updates (λi,k+1, k + 1)

and sends the encrypted message
Eskk

(N2 + 1) back to S.

After receiving the message in step 3,
S decrypts the message by computing
Dskk

(Eskk
( N2 +1)) and checks if the nonce

N2 + 1 is in it for freshness checking. He
then computes λi,k+1 = h(αi||IDi||k + 1)
and updates (k+1, λi,k+1, IDi) in the iden-
tification table. Then Ui and S can use
the session key skk in secure communica-
tion soon.
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Table 1: Efficiency comparison between our single server scheme and other related scheme

Our scheme Juang’s scheme [6]
D1 128 bits 128 bits
D2 384 bits 256 bits
D3 2 Hash 1 Hash
D4 6 Sym + 7 Hash 6 Sym + 3 Hash
D1: Password length
D2: Communication cost of authentication for cryptographic parameters
D3: Computation cost of registration
D4: Computation cost of authentication
Hash: Hashing operation Exp: Exponential operation
Sym: Symmetric encryption or decryption

3.2 Security Analysis

(1) Identity protection:

Compared with Juang’s scheme [6], our
proposed single-server scheme can achieve
the ability of identity privacy. The ad-
versary can not derive the user’s identity
IDi or the secure key αi from λi,k =
h(αi||IDi||k). When the user wants to lo-
gin, he first inputs his correct password. If
the password is matching, then the smart
card computes αi = h(x, IDi) and sends
message N1, λi,k, Eαi

(ruk, h(N1||ruk||λi,k))
to the server. The adversary can not know
the user identity since this message does
not include the plaintext about the user
identity IDi.

(2) Mutual authentication

The server and the user must achieve au-
thentication each other. That means the
server must verify the user’s identity. Sim-
ilarity, the user must also confirm whether
the server is legal. The goal of mutual au-
thentication is to create an agreement ses-
sion key skk = h(rsk, ruk, αi) between the
user and the server [1, 6, 7].

Let A and B denote the user and the
server, respectively. Let A

skk←→ B denote
the player A shares a session key skk with
the player B. Thus, the mutual authentica-
tion is between the player A and the player

B if there exists a session key skk, and A

believes A
skk←→ B and B believes A

skk←→ B.
A strong mutual authentication should in-
clude the statement:

A believes B believes A
skk←→ B and B

believes A believes A
skk←→ B

In step 1 of the user authenti-
cation and session key agreement
phase, after B receives the message
Eαi

(ruk, h(N1||ruk||λi,k)), he will compute
Dαi

(Eαi
(ruk, h(N1||ruk||λi,k))) with using

the shared key αi of A and B. Then
B can check if this message contains
authenticator h(N1||ruk||λi,k). If yes, B
chooses a random number rsk and sends
message N2, Eαi

(rsk,h(rsk||N1||N2) to A.
B then computes the kth session key

skk = h(ruk, rsk, αi) and believe A
skk←→ B.

In step 2 of the user authenti-
cation and session key agreement
phase, upon receiving the message
N2, Eαi

(rsk,h(rsk||N1||N2)), A decrypts
the message Dαi

(Eαi
(rsk,h(rsk||N1||N2))

and confirms if this message contains the
authenticator h(rsk||N1||N2). If yes, A gen-
erates a session key skk = h(ruk, rsk, αi)

and believe A
skk←→ B. Since N1 is chosen

by A, A will believes B believes A
skk←→ B.

In step 3 of user authentication and ses-
sion key agreement phase, after B received
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Eskk
(N2 + 1) , he will decrypt this message

Eskk
(N2 + 1) with the kth session key skk

and get N2 + 1. Then B checks if N2 which
is sent by him is correct. If yes, B believes

A believes A
skk←→ B.

(3)Session key agreement
The session key skk = h(rui, rsi, αi) is

not known to anybody but S and Ui since
the random values rui, rsi are encrypted by
the secret key αi.

(4) Withstanding attacks
We prove our scheme can resist to follow-

ing attack.

1. The man-in-middle attack [16]

Since either ends of communicators
can verify that the message is sent
by the peer though the authenticators.
The adversary has no way to forge a
message, so this attack can be pre-
vented on our scheme.

2. The dictionary attack [2]

For computing the session key ki, the
adversary must know rui, rsi and αi,
where the entropy of rui, rsi or αi is
very large. The shared key αi is only
kept by the user and the server, so the
session key are not be computed by the
adversary.

3. The replay attack [17]

Replay attack is simply replaying the
message to the user or the server. For
instance, the user just logins one time
to server, but the adversary replays
these authentication messages to the
server for getting the permission of ex-
tra logins. To avoid these kind of at-
tacks, our proposed scheme use nonces
N1, N2, N2 + 1 to resist them.

4. The modification attack [18]

The modification attack is a distur-
bance attack. The purpose of this at-
tack is that both the server and the

user can not normal communicate each
other. The server and the user con-
sider they have the same session key
ki, but they have different session key
k′

i in fact. Our proposed scheme can
also resist this attack. Upon the mes-
sage N1, λi,k, Eαi

(ruk, h(N1||ruk||λi,k))
in step 1 of the user authentication
and session key agreement phase, the
adversary can not add or modify this
message since the adversary does not
has the share key αi. If the adversary
modify the message, the server will re-
ject this message since the authentica-
tion tag is invalid. In the other hand,
the user have the same process to pre-
vent this attack.

5. The stolen-verifier attack [3]

For achieving the ability of user
anonymity, we use a pseudo identifi-
cation λi,k = h(αi||IDi||k) to commu-
nicate with the server. If the λi,k is
known by the attacker, the attacker is
still difficult to derive the user’s real
identification IDi since the shared key
αi is protected by the secure one-way
hash function h() and the entropy of
αi is very large.

6. The insider attack [11]

The weak password PWi used in our
scheme is only for protecting the corre-
sponding smart card from being used
by illegal users. If a user uses PWi

to access several servers for his conve-
nience, the insider of the server can not
impersonate the user to access other
servers if this server do not have the
corresponding smart card. We can re-
place βi = αi ⊕ PWi with αi ⊕ h(b ⊕
PWi) and use the checking method
mentioned in [11] for protecting the
weak password being known by the
server. But this approach will need the
user to remember the random number
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b and input it after getting the smart
card. The most important assumption
for the server is protecting his master
secret key x secretly. If this master se-
cret key x is compromised, then the
total system is insecure.

3.3 Performance considera-

tions

We evaluate the efficiency of our scheme
and Juang’s scheme in Table 1. First, we
assume the block size of secure symmetric
cryptosystems is 128 bits and the output
size of secure one way hashing functions
is 128 bits. Because both our proposed
single-server scheme and Juang’s scheme
are based on symmetric key cryptosystem,
the performance is very well. In our scheme
and [6], the password length only 128 bits
is required. Our proposed scheme needs
384 bits for the user authentication. Both
ours and Juang’s scheme [6], the compu-
tation cost for registration is only needed
one hash operation. The computation cost
are aggregated operation numbers, includ-
ing encryption operations, decryption op-
erations or hashing operations. The en-
cryption and encryption operations may be
asymmetric or symmetric cryptosystem. In
the login and session key agreement phase
of our scheme, three symmetric key encryp-
tions, three symmetric key decryptions and
seven hash operations are required. In that
of Juang’s scheme [6], only three symmet-
ric key encryptions, three symmetric key
decryptions and three hash operation are
required. The computation cost of the lo-
gin and session key agreement is not in-
cluding cost of generating session key. Al-
though our proposed scheme has a little
high communication and computation cost
than Juang’s scheme [6], but our scheme
have more complete functionality.

The functionality comparison between
our proposed scheme and related scheme is

given in Table 2. Compared with Juang’s
scheme [6], our scheme can completely
satisfy the listed properties but Juang’s
scheme [6] have no ability of privacy pro-
tection since it only transmits user identity
to server for initial authentication.

4 Multi-server authen-

tication and key

agreement with user

anonymity

There are three kinds of participants in
our multi-server protocol: a key distribu-
tion centre, service providers (servers) and
users. Let KDC denote the trusted key dis-
tribution centre, Ui denote user i, Sj denote
service provider j . Let UIDi be a unique
identification of Ui and SIDj be a unique
identification of service provider j. Also,
let x be the master secret key kept secretly
by the key distribution centre KDC and
δj = h(x, SIDj) be the secret key shared
by Sj and KDC. The shared secret key δj

can be computed by KDC and sent secretly
to Sj after he registered at KDC.

4.1 The proposed scheme

The proposed scheme is as follows.
Registration Phase: Assume Ui submits
his identity UIDi and his password PWi

to KDC for registration. If KDC accepts
this request, he will perform the following
steps:
Step 1: Compute Ui’s secret information
αi = h(x, UIDi) and βi = αi ⊕ PWi.
Step 2: Store UIDi, and βi to the memory
of a smart card and issue this smart card
to Ui or send them secretly to Ui.
Shared Key Inquiring Phase: If Ui

wants to use the services provided by Sj ,
he must inform Sj to query the shared key
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Table 2: Functionality comparison between our single server scheme and other related scheme

Our scheme Juang’s scheme [6]
C1 Yes No
C2 Yes Yes
C3 Very low Very low
C4 Yes Yes
C5 Yes Yes
C6 Yes Yes
C1: Privacy protection
C2: Freely chosen password
C3: Communication and computation cost
C4: Mutual authentication
C5: Session key agreement
C6: No serious time-synchronization problem

γi,j from KDC in advance. KDC will com-
pute γi,j = h(αi⊕SIDj),where αi is shared
key with Ui, and then sends γi,j to Sj.They
will perform the following steps:
Step 1: Ui → Sj : N1, UIDi

Step 2: Sj → KDC : N ′
1, SIDj, Eδj

(
UIDi, h(UIDi||SIDj||N ′

1))
Step 3: KDC → Sj : Eδj

(γi,j, h(UIDi||
SIDj||N ′

1||γi,j))
Step 4: Sj → Ui : Eγi,j

(N1 + 1)
In Step 1, Ui sends a nonce N1, his iden-

tification UIDi to Sj for informing Sj to
query the shared key γi,j from KDC.

Upon receiving the message in Step 1,
Sj first checks if Ui had logined before.
If not, he sends a nonce N ′

1, his identi-
fication SIDj and the encrypted message
Eδj

(UIDi, h(UIDi ||SIDj||N ′
1)) to KDC.

Upon receiving the message in Step 2,
KDC decrypts the message Eδj

(UIDi,
h(UIDi|| SIDj ||N ′

1)), and checks if the
verification tag h(UIDi||SIDj||N ′

1) is valid
and the nonce N ′

1 is fresh. For check-
ing the freshness of the nonce N ′

1, KDC
can keep a recently used nonces table. If
yes, he then sends the encrypted message
Eδj

(γi,j, h(UIDi||SIDj||N ′
1||γi,j)) back to

Sj .
Upon receiving the message in Step 3,

Sj decrypts the message Eδj
(γi,j, h(UIDi

||UIDj|| N ′
1||γi,j)) and checks if the ver-

ification tag h(UIDi||UIDj||N ′
1||γi,j) is

valid. If yes, he records (UIDi, 1, λi,j,1 =
h(γi,j||UIDi||SIDj||1), γi,j) in a key ta-
ble and then sends the encrypted message
Eγi,j

(N1 + 1) back to Ui.
Upon receiving the message in Step 4,

Ui decrypts the message Eγi,j
(N1 + 1) and

checks if N1 + 1 is in it for freshness check-
ing. If yes, then the pseudo identification
registration in Sj has been finished.
User Authentication and Session Key
Agreement Phase:

If Ui wants to logs into Sj anony-
mously, he must attach his smart card to
a card reader. He then inputs his identity
UIDi and his password PWi to this device.
The following protocol is the kth login for
Ui with respect to Sj .
Step 1: Ui → Sj : N2, λi,j,k, Eγi,j

(ruk, h(
N2||ruk||λi,j,k))
Step 2: Sj → Ui : N3, Eγi,j

(rsk,h(rsk||
N2||N3))
Step 3: Ui → Sj : Eskk

(N3 + 1)
In step 1, U ′

is smart card first computes
αi = βi ⊕ PWi and γi,j = h(αi, SIDj)
and sends his pseudo identification λi,j,k,
a nonce N2 and the encrypted message

9



Eγi,j
(ruk, h(N2||ruk ||λi,j,k)) to Sj . The en-

crypted message includes the kth random
value ruk, which is used for generating the
kth session key skk, and the authentication
tag h(N2||ruk||λi,j,k), which is for verifying
the identification of Ui.

Upon receiving the message in step 1,
Sj first searches the pseudo identification
λi,j,k in the key table. He then decrypts
the message Eγi,j

(ruk, h(N2||ruk||λi,j,k))
and verifies if the authentication tag
h(N2||ruk||λi,j,k) is valid using the shared
key γi,j in the matched entries. If yes
in some entry, the corresponding valid
user identification UIDi is found. If it
is valid and the nonce N2 is fresh, Sj

sends a nonce N3 and the encrypted mes-
sage Eγi,j

(rsk,h(rsk||N2||N3)) back to Ui.
The encrypted message includes the ran-
dom value rsk chosen by Sj, which is used
for generating the kth session key skk, and
the nonce N3, which is for freshness check-
ing.

Upon receiving the message in step
2, Ui decrypts the message by com-
puting Dγi,j

(Eγi,j
(rsk,h(rsk||N2||N3))). He

then checks if the authentication tag
h(rsk||N2||N3) is in it for freshness
checking. If yes, Ui computes the
next pseudo identification λi,j,k+1 =
h(γi,j||UIDi||SIDj||k + 1), the kth session
key skk = h(rsk, ruk, γi,j), and records
SIDj, λi,j,k in a table and sends the en-
crypted message Eskk

(N3 + 1) back to Sj.

After receiving the message in step
3, Sj decrypts the message by comput-
ing Dskk

(Eskk
( N3 + 1)) and checks if

the nonce N3 + 1 is in it for freshness
checking. He then computes λi,j,k+1 =
h(γi,j||UIDi||SIDj||k + 1) and updates
(UIDi, k + 1, λi,j,k+1 = h(γi,j||UIDi||SIDj

||k + 1), γi,j) in the key table. Then Ui

and Sj can use the session key skk in se-
cure communication soon

4.2 Security Analysis

(1) Identity protection:

Similarity, our proposed multi-server
scheme can offer user identity protec-
tion. So the adversary can not know
the user identification. In the user au-
thentication and session key agreement
phase, the user first sends a message
N2, λi,j,k, Eγi,j

(ruk, h(N2||ruk||λi,i,k)) to the
server. Because this message does not in-
clude user identification UIDi , the adver-
sary can not know the user identification.

(2) Mutual authentication

In step 1 of the user authenti-
cation and session key agreement
phase, after Sj receives the message
Eγi,j(ruk, h(N2||ruk||λi,j,k)), Sj will com-
pute Dγi,j

(Eγi,j
(ruk, h(N2||ruk||λi,j,k)))

using the share key γi,j of Ui and Sj .
Then Sj can check if this authenticator
h(N2||ruk||λi,j,k) is valid. If yes, Sj chooses
a random number rsk and can computes
the kth session key skk = h(ruk, rsk, γi,j)

and believes Ui
skk←→ Sj .

In step 2 of the user authenti-
cation and session key agreement
phase, upon receiving the message
N3, Eγi,j

(rsk,h(rsk||N2||N3)), Ui decrypts
the message Dγi,j

(Eγi,j
(rsk,h(rsk||N2||N3))

and confirms if this message contains
the authenticator h(rsk||N2||N3).
If yes, Ui generates a session key
skk = h(ruk, rsk, γi,j) and believe

Ui
skk←→ Sj. Since N2 is chosen by Ui,

Ui will believes Sj believes Ui
skk←→ Sj.

In step 3 of the user authentication and
session key agreement phase, after Sj re-
ceiving Eskk

(N3 + 1) , he will decrypt this
message Eskk

(N3 + 1) with the kth session
key skk and get N3 + 1. Then Sj checks if
N3 which is sent by him is correct. If yes,

Sj believes Ui believes Ui
skk←→ Sj .

(3)Session key agreement.

The session key skk = h(ruk, rsk, γi,j) is
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known to nobody but Si and Uj , since the
random values ruk, rsk are randomly cho-
sen by the user and the server and are en-
crypted by the shared key γi,j.
(4) Withstanding attacks

We prove our scheme can resist to follow-
ing attack

1. The man-in-middle attack [16]

Our proposed multi-server scheme also
can resist to the man-in-the-middle at-
tack. If the message is modified by the
adversary, either ends of the communi-
cation will find out and reject this mes-
sage. Since our proposed scheme can
accomplish strong mutual authentica-
tion, our scheme can resist this attack.

2. The dictionary attack [2]

For deriving the session key skk, the
adversary must know ruk, rsk and γi,j

but the shared key γi,j is only kept
secretly by the user, the server and
KDC. The adversary can not get
the session key skk, since rui and rsi

are randomly chosen and protected by
the shared key γi,j and the entropy of
ruk, rsk or γi,j is very large.

3. The replay attack [17]

The replay attack is simply replay-
ing the message to the user or the
server. Our multi-server scheme also
provide an ability to avoid this at-
tack. Our proposed scheme uses
nonces N2, N3, N3 + 1 to resist the re-
play attack.

4. The modification attack [18]

Upon the message
N2, λi,i,k, Eγi,j

(ruk, h(N2||ruk||λi,j,k))
in step 1 of the user authentication
and session key agreement phase, the
adversary can not alter this message
since the adversary does not has the
share key γi,j. If the adversary modify

the message, the server will reject this
message. In the other hand, the user
also can observe the original message
whether is changed by the adversary.
So this attack on our scheme can be
prevented.

5. The stolen-verifier attack [3]

In our proposed multi-server scheme,
we use a pseudo identification
λi,j,k = h(γi,j||UIDi||SIDj||k) for
user anonymity. Without knowing
γi,j = h(αi, SIDj), the attacker can
not get the user’s real identification
UIDi since the entropy of γi,j is
very large. Our proposed multi-
server scheme can withstand the
stolen-verifier attack.

6. The insider attack [11]

The function of the weak password
PWi in our multi-server scheme is the
same with that in our single server
scheme. The most important assump-
tion for KDC is protecting his mas-
ter secret key x secretly. If this mas-
ter secret key x is compromised, then
this multi-server system is insecure.
The most important assumption for
the server Sj is protecting his shared
key table γi,j secretly. If his shared key
table is compromised, then this server
is insecure.

4.3 Performance considera-

tions

In this subsection, we present a efficiency
comparison among our proposed scheme,
Yang et al.’s scheme [19] and Juang’s
scheme [7]. The comparison is given in Ta-
ble 3. We also assume that n in Yang et
al.’s scheme [19] that has the same assump-
tion with Lin et al.’s scheme [10] is of 1024
bits in order to make the discrete logarithm
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Table 3: Efficiency comparison between our multi-server scheme and other related schemes

Our scheme Yang et al.’s scheme [19] Juang’s scheme [7]
E1 256 bits 1024 bits 256 bits
E2 384 bits 5 × 1024 bits 256 bits
E3 1 Hash 2 Exp 1 Hash
E4 6 Sym + 5 Hash None 4 Sym +2 Hash
E5 6 Sym + 7 Hash 9 Exp + 2 Sym + 2 Hash 7 Sym + 3 Hash
E1: Memory needed in the smart card
E2: Communication cost of the authentication for cryptographic parameters
E3: Computation cost of the registration
E4: Computation cost of the shared key inquiring
E5: Computation cost of the user authentication and key agreement
Hash: Hashing operation Exp: Exponential operation
Sym: Symmetric encryption or decryption

problem infeasible. Moreover, we also as-
sume both the output size of secure one-
way hashing functions and the block size
of secure symmetric cryptosystems are 128
bits. In our scheme and Juang’s scheme
[7], the memory needed in the smart card
is 256 bits. In [19], However, the mem-
ory needed in the smart card is 1024 bits
since their scheme based on the intractabil-
ity of the discrete logarithm problem. The
communication cost of the user authentica-
tion of our scheme and Juang’s scheme [7]
is 384 and 256 bits respectively. In [19],
the communication cost for the authenti-
cation is 5 × 1024 bits. In our scheme
and Juang’s scheme [7], the computation
cost of registration is one hash operation.
In that phase, that is two exponentiation
operations in Yang et. al.’s scheme. In
our scheme, the computation cost of the
shared key inquiring phase is needed three
symmetric key encryptions, three symmet-
ric key decryptions, five hash operations
and one exclusive-or operation. In Juang’s
scheme [7], that is needed two symmet-
ric key encryptions, two symmetric key de-
cryptions, two hash operations. That phase
of Yang et al.’s scheme [19] is not required.
The computation cost of anonymous user

identification in our scheme is three sym-
metric key encryptions, three symmetric
key decryptions and seven hash operations.
The computation cost of user identification
in Juang’s scheme [7] is three symmetric
key encryptions, four symmetric key de-
cryptions and three hash operations. The
computation cost of anonymous user iden-
tification in Yang et al.’s scheme [19], nine
exponential operations, one symmetric key
encryptions, one symmetric key encryp-
tions, and two hash operations are required.
Note that the computation cost of our
scheme, Juang et al.’s scheme[7] and Yang
et al.’s scheme[19] do not accounted cost of
generating session key.

We summarize the functionality and
complexity of related scheme in Table 4.
Our scheme can satisfy all listed functions
and has low communication and computa-
tion cost. In comparison with Yang et al.’s,
our proposed scheme have low communi-
cation and no time synchronization prob-
lems since using symmetric key cryptosys-
tems and nonces to prevent replay attack,
respectively. In comparison with Juang’s
scheme [7], our scheme provides an ability
of privacy protection which is not provided
by Juang [7].
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Table 4: Functionality comparison between our multi-server scheme and other related
schemes

Our scheme Yang et al.’s scheme [19] Juang’s scheme [7]
C1 Yes Yes No
C2 Yes Yes Yes
C3 Very low High Very low
C4 Yes Yes Yes
C5 Yes Yes Yes
C6 Yes No Yes
C1: Privacy protection
C2: Freely chosen password
C3: Communication and computation cost
C4: Mutual authentication
C5: Session key agreement
C6: No serious time synchronization problem

5 Discussions

For practical implementation, the smart
cards used in our schemes can be issued
by the trusted key distribution center and
assumed to be tamperproof devices. For
protecting U ′

is smart card from being used
by an illegal user, a weak password PWi

can be chosen and used to protect it. Its
role is like the personal identification num-
ber (PIN) used in the current banking sys-
tem. If some illegal user uses the smart card
by wrong passwords exceeding some fixed
times, the operating system of the smart
card will block the login procedure.

Using the factoring method proposed in
[9], factoring a 512-bit moduli can be done
in less than ten minutes on a US$10K de-
vice and factoring a 1024-bit moduli can
be done in a year on a US$10M device
in 2003. Differently from the schemes [19]
using public-key cryptosystems, only sym-
metric cryptosystems and one-way hashing
functions are used in our proposed schemes.
Our approach provides another choice for
better efficiency and no need to base on
any assumed hard number theoretical prob-
lem, e.g., the factoring problem or the dis-

crete logarithm problem. In practical con-
siderations, one-way hash functions can be
easily constructed by symmetric cryptosys-
tems [12]. This approach can reduce the
needed memory in smart cards for storing
cryptographic programs.

In step 1 of our proposed schemes, the
pseudo identification λi,k = h(αi||IDi||k) in
section 3 or λi,j,k = h(γi,j||UIDi||SIDj||k)
in section 4 for the kth transaction is used
for protecting the privacy of user i. After
the server receiving the pseudo identifica-
tion λi,k or λi,j,k, he will search this entry
in the key table and find the corresponding
real identification. By sending the trans-
action value k in step 1 of our proposed
schemes, all possible pseudo identification
λ′

i,k or λ′
i,j,k can be easily computed on-

line and then compared with the received
pseudo identification λi,k or λi,j,k by the
server for saving the storage.

In our scheme, for improving the re-
pairability mentioned in [5, 11], the secret
value αi = h(x, UIDi) stored in each Ui’s
smart card can be replaced with the new
formula αi = h(x, UIDi, j), where j is the
number of times that Ui has revoked his
used secret key αi. But this approach will
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need the key distribution center to record
the number j in his database or Ui needs to
send the number j to the server in the au-
thentication phase. The password chang-
ing procedure proposed in [5, 11] can be
directly used in our proposed schemes for
changing users’ passwords.

Like the schemes in [6, 7], we do not pro-
vide the perfect forward secrecy in our pro-
posed schemes, since it may cause a result
of lower performance and increased com-
munication and computation cost. If this
property is required, the Diffie-Hellman
algorithm [4] can be directly applied to
our schemes as in the schemes [6, 7].
Yang et al.’s scheme [19] has a serious
time-synchronization problem, since their
scheme is based on time-stamps. For exam-
ple, when receiving the message (x, s, y, T )
from the user, the server would believe the
user is legal if T ′ − T < �T where T ′ is
the receiving time of the server and T is
the sending time of the user. Our proposed
schemes solve this serious problem, because
we use nonces to prevent the replay attacks.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed two user
authentication and key agreement schemes
with privacy protection for single server
and multi-server environments. Regarding
the single-server scheme, it is more sim-
ple and efficient. Regarding the multi-
server scheme, users only need to register
one time and can use all provided services
by service providers. Both our proposed
schemes have the ability of privacy protec-
tion. Our schemes also have low commu-
nication and computation cost for user au-
thentication by only using symmetric cryp-
tosystems and one-way functions. Also, our
schemes successfully solve the serious time-
synchronization problem in a distributed
computers environment since our proposed

schemes are nonce-based.
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